
Advice To Folks CURSED With Unremarkable Local
Restaurants

Discover this SECRET tropical eatery that serves adventure on a
platter… For CHEAP!

I used to think that experiencing a seamless communion with nature could only be achieved in
the backcountry when dirt communes with the seams in your pants. That was until a beaten
down bus brought me to Puerto Viejo in Costa Rica, where shipwrecks decorate the ocean
shore, sloths dangle from jungle trees, and the local cuisine grows fresh with a view.

Perhaps you thought I'm someone who sticks close to home where nearby flavors leave mild
impressions and nothing exciting ever happens. Not so. You don't get the rush of a wild
escapade sitting at a diner next to the cinema.

And, believe me, you won't find a promise of adventure like the one offered at this secret
location anywhere close to home.

Can I trust you with this secret?
Before I sat down to write you this letter, I grappled with my decision to disclose the
whereabouts and whatabouts of this unique vegan restaurant. It seemed unfair to the local
visitors who have been taking advantage of this undisturbed getaway for years to invite even
more people to enjoy the same.

Basically, telling you about this clifftop eatery overlooking the Caribbean sea didn’t seem right. I
wanted to tell you about how it offers inexpensive plant-based dishes made with natural
ingredients grown on-site like the…

…Unapologetically savory vegan nachos
…Crunchy calamari made from king oyster mushrooms
…creamy, garlicky pesto pasta

And entertains exotic visitors like…

…Layabout sloths
…Howler monkeys
…even the illusive Red-eyed frog

...but the thought of it tugged at my mind.



You've postponed adventure long enough!
I thought it might be wrong to tell you about how I found this masterpiece of Central American
dining, how dirt-road conversations with local horsemen and river cruises through crocodile
waters pointed me in one general direction: toward the promise of Caribbean sights and tastes.

The story sounded too appealing to share. I was worried word would spread quickly, that the
captivating charm that seems to freeze this restaurant in time would wear away at the arrival of
throngs of intrepid traveling foodies.

Well, the best discoveries are ones worth sharing… and when I found myself at the bottom of a
cliff in Puerto Viejo, with whisperings of a vegan bistro tucked away on the edge of the rainforest
urging me up the path, I knew I couldn't keep it to myself.

The "Whisperings" I Heard…
"AmaSer is my home away from home. The two times I've been to Costa Rica, it has been my
go-to retreat. The grounds are beautifully kept, lush, and tranquil. The cafe offers delicious,
thoughtful, cheap, and healthy local foods… with a perfect view of the Talamanca
mountains and ocean. Bring your laptop, grab yourself a delicious smoothie, and enjoy the
Caribbean breeze." – Lauren M. / Local Guide

"Beautiful place to go for a coffee or an inexpensive meal! Just seconds away from buzzing
Puerto Viejo… Find yourself in the peace of the jungle with a beautiful ocean view (and sunset
view)!" –Victor H. / Digital Nomad

"Amaser offers a unique experience, since it's located near downtown Puerto Viejo yet hidden
away in the rainforest at the same time! The restaurant, staff, and clifftop views are
amazing. I highly recommend Amaser!" – Nathan F. / Local Guide

There's no place quite like it!
Scents of garlic and ginger pulled me into the dining area. Overflowing bowls of Thai noodles,
thick smoothies topped with freshly cut mangos and strawberries, chocolate truffles, and plates
of vegan cheesecake were spread out on tables throughout the restaurant.

And when I had a look at the prices… Would you believe me if I told you that not a thing on
the menu listed at more than six dollars?

It's safe to say I knew immediately that I had just stumbled upon a rare jewel.

"This restaurant has always been a tightly-kept secret among the people who live here," an old
local woman who grew up in town told me when I asked why it seemed so quiet.



And for the moment, it is still a secret. In fact, the rare cliff top view... positioned perfectly to
enjoy an arresting tropical sunset... seen from a restaurant with delicacies that I didn't know
existed – like the house-favorite Heart of the Caribbean – remains a mystery to most who travel
through Puerto Viejo.

It's now or never!
But now that word is getting out, it won't stay that way for long.

That's why it's so important that you come as quickly as you can. If you wait too long, the
crowds will drown out the magic. Once the masses start streaming in, you'll never be able to
experience the same fantastic intimacy here as you can at this very moment.

I hope that right now, you decide to make your way to AmaSer. To make sure you don't pass up
this limited-time opportunity, you're invited to enjoy any dish on the menu FREE of charge,
PLUS a smoothie of your choosing.

An attractive gift card with your name on it, loaded with your FREE meal voucher, will be
available for you to collect upon arrival.

But they will only hold your reward for the next seven days. Don't let yourself miss out on this
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity – come and experience for yourself while you still can the mouth
watering plant-based selections, heart-stopping views, and blissful energy oozing throughout
this remote swath of rainforest in Costa Rica… all without the crowds.

To claim your spot at this magical, SECRET rainforest cafe, simply add your name to the form
found at this link. Your spot will be waiting for you for seven days, after which time I’m afraid the
magic may be lost, and the offer no longer available.

Your presence is requested. Scarlet macaws, rinsed and finely-diced fruits and vegetables,
along with the finest sights and eats on the Caribbean shore, eagerly await your arrival.

Cordially,

Norlan Ramirez
Chief Quality Officer, AmaSer

P.S. Your Central American exploits are close at hand, my friend. Unfortunately, it won't be long
now until the tranquility of this presently forgotten world is all but a memory. I'm afraid that if you
don't add your name to our exclusive list within the next seven days to claim your FREE meal
and smoothie in this blazing paradise, you'll never have the opportunity again as long as you
live.



<”at this link” and “exclusive list” hyperlinked to a sign up page”>


